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Computer Simulator

� A computer simulator mimics the way a computer 
runs machine language programs

� A computer simulator must display the status of the 
system, including

� The special-purposes registers (e.g. program counter, 
instruction register)

� The data registers

� The main memory cells

� Simple I/O devices
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Simulators of a Simple Computer

� Our textbook describes a simple computer and the 
author provides a simple command-line simulator 
program, sim.c, that simulates the operation of this 
computer
� You can compile the source code using any C compiler (like 

Visual C++ or gcc)

� A more user-friendly simulator, SimpSim, of the 
same machine can be obtained from the University of 
Twente (http://wwwes.cs.utwente.nl/software/simpsim/)

You can download the source code of sim.c from the class website.
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Screenshot of the sim.c Simulator
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Screenshot of SimpSim

Assembly Window
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Assembly Language Program

� We have learned about the machine code program in 
Chapter 2, however, it is not easy to read and write 
programs in assembly directly

� A more human readable form of the machine code 
program is called the assembly language program

Machine Code Program

156C

166D

5056

306E

C000

Assembly Program

load  R5, [$6C]

load  R6, [$6D]

addi R0, R5, R6

Store [$6E], R0

halt

assemble

A number with a ‘$’
prefix means the
number is in radix 16
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Initialization of Simulated Machine

� The machine can be initialized by typing machine 
codes and data into main memory and registers

� However, this
is not very
convenient!

� A faster way
is to load a
program to
initialize the
machine
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Loading an Assembly Program

� Use the “Open” button to load an assembly program 
into the SimpSim simulator:

Select the “Assembly Files” type
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Assembling the Program

� After loading of an assembly program, you must 
assemble it into the main memory

Press the “assemble” button to generate machine codes
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Executing the Program

� Two different execution modes: Run and Step:
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Notes on OP-Code D and E

� Op-Code ‘D’ loads a register with data from a memory 
cell whose address is stored in another register)

� Similarly, Op-Code ‘E’ stores a register to a memory 
cell via indirect addressing
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Reading Assignments

� In order to be familiar with the machine language of 
the simple computer, you should read the following 
materials by yourself:

� SimSim_Tutorial.pdf

� Chapter 2

� Appendix C

� The on-line Help menu of the SimpSim program

� Section 8.7 of Chapter 8


